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FBI DatabaseThe problem in the FBI database is larger than I thought at first glance. So here is what I would 

like to do to get us back on track.1. Can kevin talk with the FBI to see if any updates have been made.2. Can he 

also ask for replacement disks for the 4-5 disks that were bad over the last 2 imports. I can tell him where they 

are in my office.3. Proceed with the below.I have found over 30 disks worth of subject information that did 

not make it in the last move of the database. So, I would like to just start over and reimport the disks 

again.Phil, can you free up one person from the team to help plug disks in over the course of one day?Once 

the disks are put on the system, I will then proceed to restore the database again.I will be able to come in late 

on Tues and Weds to start the process with a final date of next Monday to have everything back to normal.I 

still have not been able to understand how this happened. The one strange pattern that emerges is most of 

the disks that have missing subject files end in the number 1.Phil, if you could page me Monday and let me 

know whom I should work with on the project. My own choice would be anyone but Kevin, I worry that we 

have asked him to do a lot of this kind of work and we should spread the grunt work around.Thanks
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